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PRONUNCIATION GUIDE
DILITHIUM

die-LITH-ee-um

SATO

SAH-toe

MINARAN

min-AHR-an

RISA

RYE-suh

TERRELLIAN

teh-RELL-ee-un

SULIBAN

SOO-lih-bahn

MAZARITES

MAH-zahr-ites

ODEN

oh-DENg

TASAKI

tuh-SAH-kee

ZEPHRAM COCHRANE

ZEF-rum COCK-run

PROTOCYSTIAN

pro-toe-SIS-tee-an

ANDRONESIAN

an-droh-NEE-zhen

KREETASSA

kree-TASS-uh

PLOMEEK

PLO-meek
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TEASER
FADE IN:
AI

EXT. SPACE - ENTERPRISE (OPTICAL) (ADDED SCENE)

AI

at impulse. Ahead in the distance, we see a TRINARY
STAR SYSTEM: two bright, colorful stars and a swirling
vortex, a BLACK HOLE (NOTE: This is a re-use of Scene
25A, not a new optical). We go to a MONTAGE OF SHOTS:
Bl

INT. BRIDGE (ADDED SCENE)

Bl

A disturbing tableau: no one is at the helm... REED is
slumped over his console, unconscious. We find TRIP
sprawled on the floor near his station, also out cold.
(Everyone should be positioned where they are during the
climax of the show, from Scene 33 on.)
CI

INT. CORRIDOR (ADDED SCENE)

CI

Three crew members lie on the deck, unconscious. Over
this, we hear:
T'POL (V.O.)
Science officer's log, August
fourteenth, 2152...
DI

OMITTED

DI

El

INT. SICKBAY (ADDED SCENE)

El

An even more bizarre sight: a sedated MAYWEATHER is
strapped to the central bio-bed, his head secured by a
brace, prepped for surgery. PHLOX lies unconscious on
the floor nearby, wearing his surgical gown (as seen in
Scene 25).
T'POL (V.O.)
(continuing)
Enterprise remains on course for
the trinary system...
Fl

r

INT. ARCHER'S QUARTERS (VPB) (ADDED SCENE)

Fl

Dimly-lit. ARCHER is unconscious at his desk (as in
Scene 27A).

Some TEXT can be seen on his monitor.
(CONTINUED)
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TEASER

CONTINUED:

IA.
Fl

T'POL (V.O.)
(continuing)
I've transmitted a distress call,
but the nearest Vulcan ship is
more than nine days away...
Gl

INT. T'POL'S QUARTERS (VPB) (ADDED SCENE)

Gl

T'POL paces the floor, apparently the only person still
on her feet on Enterprise. Some MEDICAL DATA and a
GRAPHIC OF THE TRINARY STAR SYSTEM are on her monitor
(her Quarters should be dressed as we see them in Scene
12).
T'POL
(continuing her log)
By the time they arrive, they may
only find debris... if that.
She pauses for a moment, gathering her thoughts.
Then...
T'POL
Even if Enterprise makes it past
the black hole without being
destroyed... it seems likely that
the crew won't survive.
We hold for a long beat on T'Pol, before we...
FADE OUT.
END OF TEASER

/f****.
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ACT ONE

IB.
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f

ACT ONE
FADE IN:
(NOTE: Episode credits fall over opening scenes.)
HI

INT. T'POL'S QUARTERS (VPB) (ADDED SCENE)

HI

We find T'Pol seated at her desk, looking over MEDICAL
DATA scrolling on her monitor. She continues her log:
T'POL
(to com)
I'm continuing my analysis of the
condition that's stricken the
crew... but without Doctor Phlox's
assistance I'm not hopeful about
reversing its effects. I'm
documenting my findings so that
Starfleet will at least have a
record of what happened.
(then)
The symptoms began not long after
we set a course for the trinary
system... that was nearly two days
ago...

/^s.

DISSOLVE TO:
OMITTED
INT. SITUATION ROOM (VPB/OPTICAL)
Archer, T'Pol and Trip are gathered at the wall monitor,
which shows a visually ENHANCED IMAGE of a BLACK HOLE;
although normally invisible to the naked eye, T'Pol has
adjusted the sensors to display the swirling, ghostly
vortex.
ARCHER
(off graphic)
Black hole?
T'POL
A Class Four.
ARCHER
According to the Vulcan
starcharts, your people have
surveyed over two thousand of
these things.

f**-.

T'POL
That's correct.

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED:

1C.
2

T'Pol touches a control, and the GRAPHIC ZOOMS OUT to
show the black hole is part of a TRINARY STAR SYSTEM:
three stellar bodies of different types are locked in an
intricate gravitational dance.
T'POL
But none of thera were part of a
trinary star system.
ARCHER
(intrigued)
How close can we get?
T'POL
The gravitational shear between
the stars is extreme... we'd have
to drop to impulse...
(MORE)

/****s

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

(2)
T'POL (cont'd)
...but we should be able to
approach to within five million
kilometers.
TRIP
(lightly)
Close enough to get some nice
pictures.
ARCHER
(to T'Pol)
How long would it take to reach
the system at impulse?
T'POL
Two days.
ARCHER
Have Travis set a course.

T'Pol nods and moves off to the Bridge.
follow, but Archer stops him...

Trip turns to

ARCHER
Trip.
^

Trip turns back to Archer.
ARCHER
If you've got a little free time,
I'd love you to take a look at my
chair.
TRIP
Sir?
Archer speaks in a low tone, as if he's a bit
embarrassed to even bring this up.
ARCHER
The Captain's chair...
TRIP
What about it?

/""*\

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED: (3)

3,
2

ARCHER
You may have noticed, I don't sit
in it very much.
TRIP
Is there a problem?
ARCHER
It's uncomfortable. If I lean
back, I feel like I'm about to
slide out of it. I have to sort
of... perch on the edge.
TRIP
(lightly)
I always assumed it was the best
seat in the house.
ARCHER
Take a look at it for me.
TRIP
I was going to purge the impulse
manifolds...
._
~

ARCHER
(lightly)
The chair first, if you don't
mind.
TRIP
(amused)
Aye aye, sir.
Trip moves off. OFF the light moment between them,
CUT TO:
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ACT ONE

/—\
OMITTED
INT. READY ROOM (VPB)

Archer is standing at his window, staring outside, lost
in thought. The door CHIMES.
ARCHER
Come in.
T'Pol ENTERS, carrying a PADD.
T'POL
Good morning.
ARCHER
(a little distracted)
Morning.
T'POL
Am I interrupting?
j$&$s

ARCHER
No, no... just thinking about
something...
She hands him the PADD.
T'POL
Today's duty roster.
ARCHER
Thanks.
He tosses the PADD onto his desk, his mind obviously on
other things.
T'POL
Lieutenant Reed has a new security
protocol he'd like to discuss with
you.
ARCHER
I'll stop by the Armory.
(beat)
Anything else?
T'POL
Chef didn't report for duty this
morning... he's ill.

/"»*«.

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED:

4
ARCHER
Is it serious?

T'POL
Doctor Phlox said it's a simple
virus. He should be fine after a
few day's rest.
(then)
Ensign Sato has offered to take
charge of the Mess Hall.
Apparently, she spends some of her
free time in the Galley... and is
eager for an opportunity to cook
for the crew.
ARCHER
If it's all right with Chef...
His mind elsewhere, Archer sits at his desk and
activates his computer screen, which shows written TEXT.

/ffi&\t

4A.

ARCHER
let me ask you a question...
(re: screen)
I received a manuscript from
Earth... a biography of my father.
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED: (2)

4

ARCHER (cont'd)
I've been asked to write the
preface. Would you mind reading
it when I'm done?
T'POL
I'd be happy to.
ARCHER
If I can ever get it finished.
I've been putting it off for
weeks...
T'POL
The next two days should provide
you with ample opportunity.
ARCHER
It's not that I haven't had the
time. . .
Archer looks a little frustrated.
ARCHER
They only asked for a page. How
am I supposed to sum up my
father's life in a page?

jf**.

[

(wry)

It would've been easier if they'd
asked me to write the book.
T'Pol considers, then decides to offer some advice.
T'POL
Perhaps by focusing on one
incident... a single event that
exemplifies your relationship with
your father... you'll be able to
condense your thoughts.
ARCHER
Logical approach.
(light)
Maybe you'd like to write it for
me?
T'POL
I'm hardly qualified.
She EXITS. Archer stares at his screen for a moment,
then stands and goes back to the window, struggling to
think of what to write...
CUT TO:

r
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ACT ONE

INT. GALLEY (VPB)
Our first glimpse of Enterprise's Galley: a compact and
efficient kitchen equipped with a mix of hi-tech
equipment (such as the Protein Resequencer) and good oldfashioned pots and pans. Hoshi is there with a Steward
named CUNNINGHAM. They stand at a wall monitor, which
displays the ship's MEAL SCHEDULE.
CUNNINGHAM
Chef was planning to make fried
chicken tonight with scalloped
potatoes, and some of the Minaran
spinach we picked up on Risa.
HOSHI
The orange spinach?

jff?*\

r

.

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED:

5

CUNNINGHAM
(lightly)
He's convinced there's a way to
make it edible.
HOSHI
Why don't we let him tackle that
when he gets back? I have
something else in mind.
She touches a control and the monitor changes to a page
of JAPANESE WRITING.
HOSHI
It's one of my grandmother's
specialties... the recipe's been
passed down for generations.
CUNNINGHAM
(re: recipe)
I'll need a translation before I
can program the protein
resequencer.
HOSHI
Oh, no. You can resequence all
the chicken and potatoes you want.
She starts moving about the galley, grabbing a large
pot, some cooking utensils, etc.
HOSHI
But I'm making this from scratch.
As she works...
CUT TO:
6

INT. SICKBAY
Phlox is working in Sickbay, grinding some alien herbs
with an old-fashioned mortar and pestle. A beat, and
Mayweather ENTERS.

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED:

/•***

PHLOX
Ensign! Is there something I can
do for you?
MAYWEATHER
I've got a little headache...
nothing serious.
PHLOX
Why don't you let me have a look?
Phlox gestures toward the bio-bed.
hesitates.

Mayweather

MAYWEATHER
I was hoping you could just give
me something. I'm right in the
middle of upgrading the navigation
sensors...
PHLOX
It would be irresponsible to
dispense medication without
examining you first...
(re: bio-bed)
Please.
j0&\

V

Mayweather sits on the bio-bed, and Phlox places his
hands on Mayweather's neck, making a preliminary
physical exam.
PHLOX
Any other symptoms? Dizziness...
blurred vision?
MAYWEATHER
No.

^—-.

(CONTINUED)
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ACT ONE

CONTINUED: (2)

8,
6

PHLOX
How long have you had it?
MAYWEATHER
A couple of days... on and off.
As Phlox retrieves his medical scanner and makes a few
adjustments...
PHLOX
I've been meaning to have you drop
by Sickbay in any case.
(off his look)
To see if you've had any problems
since I removed the neural
implants you received at the
repair station.
MAYWEATHER
You think it could have something
to do with that?
PHLOX
I never rule out anything. Then
again, it could be as innocuous as
muscular tension...
>if*$"v"H._

Phlox runs his scanner over him.
PHLOX
On the other hand, Terrellian
plague starts out with a simple
headache... then all manner of
nasty things begin to happen.
OFF Mayweather, enduring the medical scan,
CUT TO:
INT. BRIDGE
T'Pol sits at her station, peering into her viewer
intently, making quick, precise adjustments on her
console. Nearby, Trip and an ENGINEERING N.D. work on
the Captain's chair. Trip is using a compact POWER TOOL
to detach the metal plate under the chair that holds it
to the deck... it's making a loud WHRRRRRING NOISE.
TRIP
(to the N.D., re: chair)
Push it forward... that's good...
hold it there.

r

Trip puts the powered wrench to work: WHRRRRR, WHRRRRR!

(CONTINUED)

